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I'd like to propose additional suggustions:
1. Complete transparency of the funds including overhead and expenses versus how much do
the people actually get?

With over 300 nonprofit foundations in Pueblo County alone having a woman freeze to death
this past winter is totally unacceptable. In a Judeo Christian, Muslim , Buddhist , Indian
society, it's not God's way, it's  man's way.  Those people who are  mis-managing SACRED
FUNDS for greed and prideful things, they will be suffering the ripple effect for all eternity of
the CRIMES THEY HAVE  committed Against Humanity, it also applies to corporations,
ignorance is no excuse of God's law.
Are you aware the nonprofit corporation Citgo is a communist owned company? A nonprofit
Foundation benefiting communism.
I've been assigned by President John Kennedy to protect United States when I was 16 years
old and that's what I've been doing from then to now.
As Aristotle taught, violent opposition to a new idea until it's completely understood. We've
all been programmed in our brains, calcified with the most dangerous chemical in the world, 
the runoff from aluminum which is an industrial waste,  but they marketed  fluoride. Read the
latest reports from Harvard on that your God module direct connection to Go, but fluoride
calcifies your brain connection, clean it up. No government or religion wants you to know
about it. You don't need anybody between yourself and Heavenly Father, start a war against
fluoride,  clean Colorado with pure water from the mountains and you'll have the number one
popular state within the next 10 years if we Market it properly. I hope you're reading this with
your heart and not with your mind  those people who look out for a grammer or spelling error,
those are the assassinations,  looking to make themselves feel important by by pointing out
mistakes. I love you with the love of the Lord.  www.ProfessorLou.com




